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Abstract - Two of the most important solutions in position an association algorithm is needed in order to run the estimator
estimation are compared, in this paper, in order to test their with the right input. The association problem is simplified if an
efficiency in a multi-tracking application in an unstructured and only measurement for each object is in the output vector at
complex environment. A Particle Filter is extended and adapted each sample time. In contrast, the biggest the amount of
with a clustering process in order to track a variable number of information from each model is, the most reliable the
objects. The other approach is to use a Kalman Filter with an . . .
association algorithm for each of the objects to track. Both estimation will be.
algorithms are described in the paper and the results obtained In the work presented here visual information iS used in
with their real-time execution in the mentioned application are order to obtain as more position information from each tracked
shown. Finally interesting conclusions extracted from this object as possible. Thus, the needed association algorithm has
comparison are remarked at the end. a high computational load but the reliability of the tracking

process is increased.
Keywords - position estimation, probabilistic algorithms, robotics, In this context different alternatives have been tested by the
tracking. research community, including Maximum Likelihood (ML),

Nearest Neighbor (NN), Probabilistic Data Association (PDA
[5], [6]), clustering, etc.

I. INTRODUCTION In this paper, 2 algorithms have been designed and tested in
order to solve the multi-tracking application described:

In any robotic and intelligent vehicle application the * A KF with a PDA algorithm. As the state vector estimation
position estimation process is one of the most important tasks. in KF is represented by a unimodal density, the algorithm
This process estimation is needed both to extract information can only be used to track a single object. Therefore, the
about the robot environment and to know the concrete location multi-tracking task based on a KF will have as many
of the robot itself. estimators as objects to track. In the proposed approach, a

Taking into account the restrictions imposed by the PDAF is used in order to decide which is the probability of
measurements, the estimation process has to consider the noise each measurement to be considered in each object estimator.
related to them in order to achieve reliable information about The joint of both algorithms, KF and PDAF, conform the
the position. Thus, the probabilistic algorithms, such as KFPDAF algorithm.
Kalman Filter (KF, [1], [2]), Particle Filter (PF, [3], [4]) and * A PF used as a multi-modal estimator ([7], [8], [9], [10]). In
include in the model this noisy behavior, generally by means of this case, the multimodality of the filter is exploited to
a probabilistic model. perform the estimation task for various models with a single

In any case, the objective is to calculate the posterior PF. A clustering algorithm is used as association process in
probability (p(it,yl,)) of the state vector <t, which informs the estimation, whose deterministic behavior is also
about the position of the tracked objects, by means of the exploited in order to increase the multi-tracker robustness.
Bayes rule, and through a recursive two steps standard The designed algorithm iS called XPFCP.' .... . . .. . ~~~~~Moreover, the conclusions extracted from the estimationesiato prcs (peito-creto) in whc atleast, ,.results obtained with the proposed algorithms are presented.

some oftheinvlved vriablesare stohastic The observation model used for the multi-tracking
The estimation process gets more complicated wnwhen . a

variable number of objects has to be tracked. In these situations application presented is based on a stereo-vision system
formed by two statically mounted on the robot that moves in
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the environment. The vision system extracts pixels belonging out. This kind of problem has not appeared in the
to objects' edges in the pair of images captured at each sample estimation process developed in this work.
time, and calculates their 3D position in the robot environment * The covariance matrixes Q and R that respectively
through the epipolar geometry that relates the cameras. Edge characterize the noise vectors qt and F, in the Gaussian
points in the image have been chosen to characterize the
elements in the environment due to their robustness against noise models, should be diagonal in order to achieve the
light conditions and the simplicity of the vision algorithm used KF specifications. This assessment cannot be easily
to extract and handle them. assured in most of cases. To ensure the achievement of

The stereo-vision process described has been developed by this specification, an empirical study has been developed
the authors for this tracking application, and is explained in in order to obtain these two matrixes, for the application of
detail in [11]. interest, whose result shows that the diagonal

approximation can be applied.
11. KALMAN FILTER AS A POSITIoN ESTIMATOR The KF functionality is shown in Fig. 1, where the two main

steps of the probabilistic estimator can be seen. A detailed

Kalman Filter (KF) provides the optimal implementation of description of them can be found in [2].
the Bayes estimator [2] when the system to which it is applied Applying a KF to the multi-tracking problem of interest

is linear, and the output and dynamics related noises are imposes some other problems. As the object dynamics changes
Gaussianwithzeromean.Thisdefinitio.justifies theneedof from one object to other, a single KF can only be used to trackGaussian with zero mean. This definition justifies the need ofa..

one object. It is also possible to use an only estimator for all
more detailed analysis of the model to be used with the KF .
estimator. the objects if the state vector 5t size is dynamically adapted to

include the state variables of objects as they appear or

A. The Kalman Filter and the Position Model disappear in the scene. Nevertheless, this option has shown to
be computationally expensive, and thus, the real-time

The application of the KF requires a model definition in the execution is difficult to achieve with it ([12], [13], [14]).
terms shown in the following expression: Thus, most solutions to the same multi-estimation problem+1 -A * ,+ B *i, + , ,h1,-~ J{ f(,1 ,, { that are based on a KF are developed using one KF for each

5t+11tH.Jc, +it + , =, (1) object to track (see [1], [15] and [16]).
Yt = H * xt + irt -> Yt = h(xt I irt) In any case, as explained in the introduction paragraph, an

where the equations on the right are a general representation association algorithm is needed in order to develop correctly
of the system behavior, and the ones on the left are used when the correction step of the algorithm.
the model is linear, accomplishing the first Kalman Filter
restriction. B. The PDAF and its Insertion in the Kalman Filter

In the application of interest the state vector matches with
the output one, so matrix H is equal to the entity one, The Probabilistic Data Association Filter (PDAF) is a
therefore the observation model can be rewritten as follows: Bayesian approach to solve the data association problem

Yt = xt + rt (2) exposed. In the association process, the influence or probability
In (1) the input vector is obtained from jt and ~tl, of every measurements to every object (A,j) is calculated.

Thus, each ,j is the probability of ith measurement being
Yt - X,,l (3) originated by the objectjth ([6]).

Applying the dynamics model definition in (1) to the
estimation problem of interest:

FLX~1l Fi olFx 1 FT o 1Fv 1 Prediction step (t) Correction step (t+1)
xt+it Lzt+i 0 1 z O Ts IZ)t +q, (4) 1. State vector prediction i.ComputedeKalmangain

In (4), [X Z] are the Cartesian coordinates of the object xt+11t U1Axl +B-ut K1 =P HT(H.Pt+1 HT ±R)l
centroide projection in the moving plane. 2. Error covariance matrix 2. State vector correction

In (1), the noise model has also been included as 4, and r,. pr =i Ption T+ Xt+1 =xt+lt+Kt+ (Yt+l-h(3|
Some other specifications of the KF are also related with these t+11t 3. Error covariance matrix
noise models: 3. Predicted measurements correction
* Both the state noise and the measurements noise have to vector P l=P l-K

be Gaussian. This specification is sometimes difficult to Yt1l H-x. + +111
assert, and in that case the optimal estimation solution _________
guaranteed by the KF will not be completed, and
convergence problems in the estimation loop may come Fig. 1. Description ofthe KF functionality
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To obtain an assignation result, only those measurements Senso
whose influence is above a threshold (also called gate) are L J ct@ J
related to each object, in the estimation process. Ts

This influence of each measurement in every object can be
calculated according to different parameters. In the work cL
presented, the characteristic chosen is the Euclidean distance
from the ith measurement to the jth object predicted output SH
vector (dij), and a normal distribution is used in order to

obtain all probability values, as follows: Fig. 2. Block diagram showing the functionality of the multi-tracker designed,
min(dij) including the PDAF in the KF loop

A e 2 da2 1 m, j 1: k, d Y - Yi- (5) As the state vector is not discretized, the PF is more

where dMax = X cu represents the effect of the validation accurate in its estimation than the KF or other implementations
gate in the probability computation; m is the number of of the Bayes filter, like the Monte-Carlo ones.

measuremntsextrctdfromptatenviron; entatMoreover, due to the same reason, the computational load
meandksurhement bextra ofrom.thbeinviro act. of this Bayes filter form is lower than others', and thus the PFad ishnmeoojects being tracked. is more adequate to implement real time estimation.

The predicted output vector (Y(,) is calculated for each Finally, PFs presents an interesting characteristic for multi-
object as follows: tracking applications: the possibility of representing multipleojc t as flw

estimation hypotheses with a single algorithm, through the
Yt-tl = (xtlt( )= xtlt-_ (6) multimodality of the belief. This facility is not available if

due to the model specifications commented in previous using the KF.
section. For all these reasons, the PF has been thought as the most

it has to be notice that is the deterministic estimated appropriated algorithm to develop a multi-tracking system.

value of the ith object position in the environment. A. The Particle Filter
If the distance di1 from the ith measurement to the closest

object islarerthnthevalidtionate,hemesuremntis
Most of the solutions of the tracking problem, based on a

object is larger than the validation gate, the measurement is PF, do not exploit the multimodal character of the algorithm in
supposed to b related with a new object, and a new KY is order to implement the position estimation of multiple objects
created in orderno torack it. This way, the tracking algorithm task. The main reason of this fact is that, in general, the
adapts itself on-line to estimate the position of a variable association process needed to accomplish the multi-estimation

number of naDobject task is very expensive in execution time (as it is the case in the
When applying a PDAF to the KY estimation, the equation solution presented in [9]) or lacks of robustness (as it is the

used to obtain the state vector corrected value in the correction case in [17]).
step is modified (see Fig. 1), changing the standard innovation The XPFCP presented here is a multimodal estimator based
parameter ( r, = Kt+1 * (iK1 - h(i ) ) by the combined one: on a single PF that achieves the real-time and robustness

mj specification, thanks to a clustering process that is used as

ri t A - h(. t1 ) (7) association process in the estimation loop. The functionality of
the XPFCP is presented in the following paragraphs.

The combined innovation is computed over the mj The main loop of a standard Bootstrap PF ([3], [4]) starts at
measurements assigned to thejth track at each iteration. time t with a set S,1 = (i) iw(i}0 of n weighted random

The final structure of the KFPDAF estimation algorithm is _, - =I

shown in Fig. 2. samples or particles, representing the state vector belief
pxt_i 11:t_-1), estimated at the previous step t - 1 . The rest of

III. PARTICLE FILTER AS A POSITION ESTIMATOR the process is developed in three steps, as follows:
1. Prediction step: The particles are propagated by the

A Particle Filter (PF) is used as a multimodal estimator to motion model p(t, 1t_,) to obtain a new set
obtain the position and speed of multiple objects of the
environment. St,ti jxt$)w,ti7)}=_ that represents the prior distribution

The PF is a Bayes filter particularization where the density o j1 I

related to the posterior estimation (called belief) is discretized. oftesaevcrattmt,px Y,-)
A detailed description of the PF mathematical base can be 2. Correction step. The weight of each particle

found in [3] and in [4]. w= {wY) }ji W(x0:) is then obtained comparing the

output vector jY, and its predicted value based on the prior
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estimation h(itIt,1) . In the Bootstrap version of the filter, as the nm,t resting ones would be inserted with the re-

these weights are obtained directly from the likelihood initialization one. On the other hand, the clustering process
function p(jt 1.), as follows: is also used in this step, because the importance sampling

p(JQit). P(¢1 ¢,-i) function pi (jt 1x<(') ) used to calculate each particle weight¢ ~~~p( t x~t ) ( t -Xt-l )
W(x4:t) = w(x4:t1) (x :1x ) 8 W()) is obtained from the similarity between the particleq( t :t-l, l:t) (8)

>qw((Ot1)l=iw(tto())-)Wp(jt i) and the k cluster centroides gl:k,t . Using the cluster

(3. Selection se:scentroides to weight the particles related to the newly
3. Selection step. Using the weights vector t= jwt(')9ivIand appeared objects, the probability of these particles is

applying a resampling scheme ([3], [4]), a new set increased, improving the robustness of the new estimation

St invi)is hypotheses. Without the clustering process, the solution
-=jx('),ii4'=5, is obtained with the most probable proposed in [17] rejects these hypotheses, and thus, the

particles, which will represent the new belief p(i,t j t ). multimodality of the PF cannot be robustly exploited.
In the application of interest, the standard PF can be used to Fig. 3 shows the XFPCP functionality, described in

robustly estimate the position of any kind of a single object previous paragraphs.
defined through its motion model, but it cannot be directly
used to estimate the position of appearing objects because there B The clustering
is not a process to relate particles to the new estimations.
In~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ore.oaattesadr Ft eue namli Two different clustering algorithms have been developedIn odertoaaptthestanardPF t beuse in muti-for using in the XPFCP: an adapted version of the K-Means fortracking application, some modifications must be included in f

the basic algorithm. In [17] an adaptation of the standard PF a variable number of clusters; and a modified version of the
for the multi-tracking task is proposed. Nevertheless, the Subtractive fuzzy clustering.
algorithm described there is not applied to a real tracking Their reliability is similar, but the proposal based on the

application because it is not robust enough. standard K-Means shows higher robustness rejecting outliers in

The solution that is used in this paper was proposed by the the measurements set. A more detailed analysis of these
authors in [18], and is called XPFCP. The algorithm is an algorithms can be found in [19].
extension of the PF that includes a clustering algorithm to
improve the behavior of the extended PF in [17]. Re-initialization Step: Inserting nm particles in the posterior

The clustering algorithm, whose functionality is presented n l
in next section, organizes the set of measurements in clusters 5t,1 = P(x, 1 I i¾-) from clusters 1= P(Yi)
that represent all objects in the scene. These clusters are then xipG21 , j11) + 1- y,) p 1)
wisely used in the multimodal estimator. Two innovations are
included in the standard PF to achieve the multimodal
behavior:
* A new re-initialization step: In this step, previous to the Pretion Step: Obtaiing the particle Set that

prediction one, nm from the n total number of particles represents the priori though the model and the Bayes rule

that represent the belief p(xt, 1iY1:t l) at t -1 are directly P(l ) =J it-i> p(x,1 AM)
substituted by measurements from the observation vector +
at that execution time, Yt, With this modification,
measurements related to appearing objects in the scene
have a representation in the priori distribution
P(x_i i1 1,-l ) . To improve the robustness of the estimator, C ection step: Obtaining particles weight With cluste
the new particles are not selected randomly from the array { n (

of measurements yt,-I but from the k clusters Gl.k,t. 'l;
Choosing measurements from every cluster ensures a (j3 (l) = 22 =mT(hY)-
probable representation of all elements to track, and C ' / J
therefore, an increased robustness of the multi-tracker.
Thanks to this re-initialization step the belief dynamically
adapts itself to represent the position hypothesis of the
different objects in the scene. Selection step: Obtaining the posterior bell Sl g p(X1f Yli:

* At the Correction step.:This step is also modified from the OnlEl - |1atce r eape
one in the standard PF. On one hand, only n - H
samples of the particle set have to be extracted in this step, Fig. 3. XPFCP Flowchart
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Two main modifications to the standard K-Means The sensory system (a pair of B&W digital and
functionality have been included in the proposal: synchronized cameras) has been statically mounted and
1. It has been adapted in order to handle a variable and calibrated on top ofthe robot, at a height of 1.7m.

initially unknown number k of clusters Gi:k , by defining a The stereo-vision runs in the same processing platform,
threshold distM in the distance di,lk used in the generating position information of the obstacles in the

clustering process. environment at a 15fps rate.

2. A cluster centroides' prediction process is included at the In this situation, different tests have been developed showing
beginning of the algorithm in order to minimize its the functionality of the designed trackers in various
execution time. Whit this information, the process starts environmental conditions.
looking for centroides near their predicted values One up to six static and dynamic objects have been tracked
gk,, g_k,,1t1 with the proposed algorithms in videos of almost 2 minutes

A validation process is also added to the clustering in order length (1653 frames). Different types of dynamic (persons and
to increase the robustness of the algorithm to spurious a robot) and static objects (a small trash, a tall box, etc.) are

measurements. This process is useful when outliers produce a correctly tracked in almost all situations.
cluster creation or deletion erroneously. The validation The following conclusions can be extracted from these
algorithm functionality is the following: experiments.
* When a new cluster is created, it is converted into a * Almissing errorrateoflessthan a0%is achieved by both

candidate that will not be used in the XPFCP until it is algorithms in complex situations (7.50 for the XPFCP and
possible to follow its dynamics. 8.4% for the KFPDAF). These errors are due to occlusions

* The same procedure is used to erase a cluster when it is most of times. In these situations, the set of measurements
not confirmed with new measurements for a specific related to the occluded object is very poor, and XPFCP
number oftimes. manages better these situations than KFPDAF.

The validation process is based in two parameters, which * Generating 2 or more hypotheses for a single object is
are calculated for each cluster: another type of error found in the results. This event is
* Distance between the estimated and the resulting clusters called duplication error, and in the global set of

centroide. The centroides estimation process, already experiments it has been generated a rate of 4.6% if running
commented, is also used in the validation process. The KFPDAF and only a 1.3% if running XPFCP. The main
estimated value of the centroides gik,,_ is compared reason for this error is the sensibility of the PDAF to the

value of the gating parameter.
with its final value at the end of the clustering Simpler experiments (tracking an only person and a static
process gliktin order to obtain a confidence value for the object) give a result free of errors with both proposals.
corresponding cluster validation. In simplest experiments, the mean execution time of XPFCP

* Cluster likelihood. A cluster probability value is calculated is slightly bigger than the one of KFPDAF, but in complex
as a function of each cluster number of members, LlUk. situations where more than 4 or 5 objects are being tracked, the

Some application results of this multimodal estimator execution time of the XPFCP is almost half of the KFPDAF
proposed by the authors to the multi-tracking task are shown in one. This fact is due to the already commented high
the following section. The effectiveness of the clustering computational load of the PDAF, which becomes important
proposal in the tracking application is demonstrated there. when the amount of measurements is high.

In general it can be concluded, that the PF proposal gives
IV. RESULTS better results in complex situations like the ones proposed than

the KF one. Fig. 4 shows some of the results generated by the
The algorithm has been run on a real-time system, mounted designed algorithms in a complex situation, in which 4 objects

on board of a commercial robotic platform (Pioneer 2AT). are being tracked.

_KF= _tE XFF . =

Fig. 4. Images of the tracking results obtained with KFPDAF algorithm (in blue rectangles) and the XPFCP (in red rectangles) in a complex situation. A
standard PC with an Intel Dual Core processor at a 2.4GHz with 2Gbytes of RAM has been used to run the algorithms in these experiments.
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